FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Kopp Makes the Case for Glass at LIGHTFAIR® International
Kopp Glass, Inc., a Pittsburgh-based custom glass manufacturer, demonstrates the case for glass with an
innovative collimating LED optic at LIGHTFAIR® International.
PITTSBURGH, Pennsylvania (May 2019)— At the upcoming
LIGHTFAIR® International conference in Philadelphia, PA,
Kopp Glass will demo a unique glass optic that drastically
enhances the performance of LEDs. Visit Kopp’s booth to witness
this newly developed optic in action and discuss your lighting
goals with our technical experts.
“The unique and complex properties of glass present myriad
possibilities,” says Kopp Glass Engineer Justine Galbraith, Ph.D.
The exhibit will show that borosilicate glass is the essential
material for many lighting challenges. Kopp harnesses the versatile
nature of glass with the unique ability to formulate custom
compositions and mold the material. This enables Kopp to develop
and manufacture lenses and optics with complex shapes and sizes
for optimal functionality, while meeting tight transmission
tolerances.
Visit booth #5627 to hear the case for glass!
Kopp manufactures high-performance glass lenses and optics engineered to perform in extreme
environments where failure is not an option. Innovative companies worldwide leverage Kopp’s team of
material science and technical experts to develop solutions that are UV, chemical, thermal and abrasion
resistant. Unlike plastic lenses that are prone to degradation, Kopp’s materials are durable, withstanding
environmental threats. They offer paramount performance when used with high-intensity discharge
(HID), halogen, incandescent and LED light sources.
LIGHTFAIR® International will take place on May 21-23 at the Pennsylvania Convention Center in
Philadelphia, PA. Kopp’s technical experts look forward to seeing you there.
Click here to learn more about Kopp’s custom solutions:
http://www.koppglass.com/solutions/custom-glass-solutions.php
About Kopp Glass, Inc.
Over 90 years ago, Kopp Glass, Inc. originated with a deep understanding of glass chemistry and its
potential for innovation. Today, Kopp is the worldwide leader in molded, technical glass solutions with
an expansive glass portfolio of over 200 compositions. A few of which are exotic and absent elsewhere on
Earth. Kopp helps customers effectively navigate emerging technologies and develop innovative products
that enable a safer and more productive world.
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